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CityHouse: the truth of bodies and their abodes  

by Gabriella Valera Gruber  

 

 

1. THE PLAY OF METAPHORS 

 

 

When I will leave for the big city, will you accompany me?/Or will you lie in the grass 

and sleep among my memories? 

 

These are verses by Hermanie Ouisse (France) from the poem "Casa Départ". The 

title identifies 'home' and departure. The whole poem, which is of a high quality,  

is a heartfelt contemplation of what is mutable and a tender commitment to the 

idea of beginning, of starting out. The village is abandoned, with its familiar 

childlike habits, with its habitual nature and respected rhythms, its voices, its 

figures (“If crickets are silent, if working hands do not hang out the laundry on raspberry 

bushes”), indeed a whole world is abandoned. It will change in itself, in its essence 

when the summer "will end, soon, soon/ maybe a little too fast/ when it will end on too 

long nights instead of too short…” and "all the children will have left their house 

"..."when bunches of wild grapevines at the bottom of the coast will never ripen anymore 

"[...]. When everything will be dismantled "will you understand me?" is the 

repeated question of the traveller, posed to those who remain: will you understand 

me when I have become another, when I have encountered other cultures, when I 

have sought and loved other worlds, having abandoned those origins for which I 

was perhaps originally destined? Will you accompany me or will you leave me 

alone to drift in the big city, and will you continue to dream your memories, 

imagining a past that is no more?  

 

The poem is one of forty-five, among both winners and those who received  

honorable mentions, published in this current anthology which represents the 

results of the XIV edition of the International Poetry and Theater Competition 

Castle of Duino. The theme was home and house, explored in the many languages 

in which we received the poetry of the competition (more than twenty), including 

English, delineating both the immediate appeal of home as warm and reassuring, 

to the meaning of homelessness, painful and demanding.  

 

Those who have followed the whole exhaustive and exhausting process of the 

selection of poems now have an extraordinary work in front of them, whose merits 

has to be attributed also to the competition’s jury. Those merits are inherent in the 

sensitivity which has brought out a world of differing thoughts and cultures, itself 

a reflection of a time and a moment in history which young poets are confronting 

with the strength and determination of their words.  

 

"Parole di casa" is the title of a poem by Alessandro Gobbato, who is little more 

than an adolescent, and was the only poem selected from the category of very 

young entrants,  and who is published as the winner of the "Sergio Penco" award.  

 
Essence. / Home./ The refuge of a peaceful soul./ The dimension of everything./ Eternal 

magic./Diversity in complexity […] Space extension. It doesn’t leave escape. [...] Word 

that isn’t weapon anymore. That isn’t home. / Shield word [...] Change of essence/That 
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word… /Now/is home…/ The wrong one. 

 

The multiplicity of perceptions in the "home space", expressed with a precise 

search for a language that defines them, culminates in the expression of unease 

and calls into question the very essence of the relationship with "home": taking 

leave from that initial "refuge of a peaceful soul" through the courage of making a 

change.    

 

We have some guiding ideas of a 'poetics of the home’ that is transmitted to the 

reader:  leaving, memory, the engendering of alterity along the pathway of change, 

the journey; but also above all something more profound: the trauma of 

separation, guilt (in “Casa Départ”: will you understand me when ...?), suffering, 

and pleas for emotional support (will you accompany me when ...?).  

 

"Casa Départ" unifies within a single conceptual entity the two notions of home 

and departure, inviting the reader to reflect on the complicated play of metaphors, 

allusions and literary references (often religious in their connotations of different 

kinds of sacredness ) in which the Journey, the Great Journey becomes a metaphor 

for home, in correspondence with a collective mythology that makes of the house 

the central reference point for identity, and a metaphor for the path of life. The 

house can be the place of departures and returns, but it is not life itself:  

 

Emina Basara, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Hands: 

 

[…] 
Darling, if you cry, and you will, / for tears are the eldest nomads,/ remember that the only 

consolation resides at home / which is not made of walls nor roof / but of the laugh bouncing 

off the walls night and day./[…] And if you get lost, and you will,/ for life is wandering 

around until shelter you find./ That's when eternity begins […] Darling, when you wish to get 

warm – go back home./ If you wish to be fire – look for a hand. 

 

Metaphors and figures circulate among the poems of the authors as though driven 

towards a cultural nucleus that brings them closer to each other, inviting us to 

make a deeper and refined reflection about culture and inter-culture today.  

 

Emina Basara once again: 

 
It wasn't taught, but still it is well known / -through all periods of time and even though/ 

one timidly hides behind the another-/ that two hands create eternal fortifications.// It was 

whispered, even when the sky was far / and November's ground dry as if it was July, / that 

a print of one's finger / perfectly follows up another on someone else's hand/ and that 

discovery gives rise to the immortality of being. Now I know;/ for I can still see my mom/ 

smiling on a chair in a dining room/ despite the dust covering it for years 

 

If that word "Casa" is a mistake, as Alessandro Gobbato writes, the truth of places 

must still be sought after, with their signs, footprints, during the passing of time, 

and the seasons: the hands and the fingers becoming fecund signifiers. 

 

Prosper Anfurah writes from Nigeria in the poem "Europe by road":  

 

will you touch our lips/  with your finger-tips,/ land of winter and cold? 
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Also in this case the question resounds throughout the poem and one can’t help 

thinking of the fascination of Michelangelo's image of the finger of God during 

the creation of the world. But here are the lips to be touched by the finger of this 

personified promised land, a generator of words: 

 
to this land/across the mediterranean sea/you call our spirits sweetly to where we hope/to 

learn  to be free:/and will you touch our  lips with your finger-tips,/land of winter and 

cold?/and teach us  to say home/in this new tongue? 

 

The title of Anfurah's poem suggests the poetics of "on the road", so different in 

terms of atmosphere and content, yet meaningful in terms of the journey as an 

image of  enquiry and renewal. What we find are metaphors and visions of time 

and eternity. It is at this level that the City of "Casa Départ" becomes a positive or 

negative illusion, an opposite or complementary term in a thought that invests the 

idea of being in the world, the origin and the goal, the promised land, sacrificed, 

denied, injured, or merely loved from afar, "language" that represents it or will 

represent it at the end of the journey.  

 

At the end of time (of a man’s life or of humanity) the mystery of what begins and 

ends, ranging from the human to the apocalyptic, remains fixed. 

 

A last interpretative key we find in Emina's poetry is that of fire, which is almost 

cathartic, purification before the beginning.  

 

 

2. THE ORIGIN AND THE HARBINGER OF DEATH  

 

Luisa Maria Mengolini writes (from Italy, "Unheimliche"):  

 
From the flames of the House/ escaping and leaving ashes […]  I will return to the native 

sepulcher/ that I abandoned slowly […] that I can find myself/ as once in the eternal 

womb/ of a Mother I set on fire. 

 

The oxymoron "Native Sepulcher" sends a man to his destined death while the 

"Mother", from the eternal grub, is consumed by guilty flame.   

 

ÀiLì Jiăng (from China, "Tomb of the heart"):  

 
Fire eternally burns in the evening wind,/ it sparkles amid mountaintops,/ feels pity in the 

calm heart of the sacred statue./ Every broad flame stops in the air,/ is rooted in the 

dream of a strip of homeland […]All homelands come from heaven,/ they have strength 

and authority,/ [...]Every distorted soul is sinful/ not because unfair to God,/ but because 

unfair to its hometown [...]Everyone knows that those confused,/ inebriated, infatuated, 

fool, lost living beings/ have been dead for a long time  

 

János Pipics ("Requiem for a house" from Hungary, the nuances are underlined, 

"dwelling" and not "home").  

 

The original seal having been broken, a story of wars and death begins: 
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’We were all scared because we knew/ it would be an apocalypse.’/ a boy to a journalist [...] 

and God saw [...] 4. a world perished because a flame/ ran across the landscape / 5. . it 

melted like on window sills/ a tiny shiny snowflake/ 6. then it all became dark around [...] 3.1 

and God saw the boy crying / [...] 4. . he knew that it’s so terrible/ 5. but no solace he found/ 

6. his tears began to flow and/ rained for forty days. 

 

The reference to the biblical story "unites" with other perceptions of the sacred, 

and merges with the vision of history: humanity lost and left without shelter, while 

"terror has spread frightfully, the surface of the earth has swollen” (Irina Roxana 

Georgescu from Romania). 

 

One thinks also of the poetry of Alan Bojόrquez Mendoza (from Mexico), which 

is inspired by the natural disasters of earthquakes in his country, encompassing 

more general reflections: the loss of memory as being like a loss of prayer (I am 

"That one who forgot the Our Father and could not pray”), and the arduous 

reconstruction of testimonies and accounts. 

 

Is there an original fault of man, inherent in the very destiny of creation?  

 

" The fruit renders itself culpable of a tempest,which has swept the viscera of so many 

centuries", writes Soultana Voudouri from Greece, and even the homecomings are 

inscribed in a painful and dense scenario of foreboding, even though it is at the height 

of a prodigious vanishing of the human into the unknown.  

 

Andrija Stanulović (from Serbia: Combustion)  

 
I was burning as with your fingers / You touched the border of this flatland,/ Hoping that I 

would push you,/ You’d never jump on your own/ Although you did not know/ If you would 

fall/ Or fly./[…] We need a small corner,/ A sharp angle, the angle of all angles,/[…] I fear 

you’ll have to hide in me./ Thus we’ll survive eternity and ourselves,/ Never belonging to nor 

looking at each other.// And when you will stare / i nto space and time/ You will return with a 

roar./ For days people will smell in the air/ The scent of dust and omen […] 

 

I could go on with the quotations at length: I have chosen them not so much 

because of their aesthetic power (the book is rich from this point of view and all 

the poems are notable), as for their emblematic significance, as they give weight 

to my interpretations.  

 

The themes however intertwine and strengthen.  

 

Origins as an omen of death:  

 

with the indecent anxiety of return/ we must wander, we must go back/ in search of 

the original home, of the first essential cell (Eleonora Rimolo from Italy, 

Research)  

 

Belonging, and non-belonging:  
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It is true we do not own our body/ because our skin is a little war spreading over a dead 

bone,/ and tomorrow it becomes/ a shadow of ash reminding us of how we all began. 
(Johnatan Otamare, Ashes, from Nigeria)  

 

Memory:  

 

 The poem by Irina-Roxana Georgescu (from Romania), "Construction site I. On 

the ways of life in the city of cement", already contains in the subtitle the 

clarification "when history is rewritten on little titanium & vanadium boards".  

 
Epimenides of Knossos rejected the divine myth/ Not even in the center of the earth is 

there a sign, not even in the sea,/ And if there is any, gods see it, and not the mankind 

 

In the progressive disfiguring of everything that could represent home  

 
an urban coloring falsifies misery, famine, revolt/ the obligation to appear dithyramb & 

stupid/  and the palimpsest on which every survival attempt is woven/ as a hammer beats 

rhythmically on the almost finished windowsill.// History is written between little waits for 

death./ Then the war house enlists the firing squad./ Silence expands,/ and time turns its 

petals into moth nests.  

 

And it is the end of time and memory, because the same house in Irina's poetry 

becomes a "whitewashed library", a whitewashed false sepulchre of books and their 

wisdom. The original house, time and its symbols all being lost (having become a  

fairytale divorced from a real story: in this sense the pleasant poem by Mihaela 

Dragomir from Romania is germane: "Only the snake eye knows/ that in every wall/ 

there is a timeless heart/") what can remain to offer some kind of possible 

redemption?   

 

 

3. THE TRUTH OF BODIES AND PLACES    

 

Death and the house, death and the "family", the generations, almost an 

indissoluble combination of beginning and end, are experienced as a realised 

destiny: 

 
In full light of the evening,/ I hear/ your steps / going  far./ Creaks/ the ancient wood/ of 

this coffin that,/ naively/ we call/ Home 

 

writes Emanuele Esampio (" Austera "):  

 

Here the light floods us, and fails to make sense of that coffin, carried off  by 

unknown steps.  

 

In "Virtual Shipwreck II" by Enrico Dedin the book is: a "clandestine hut", " your 

only equipment", "a roof for the night", "a raft for the horizon"; the book saved 

from the hypocrisy of the whitewashed libraries (Georgescu), is, finally, "a tomb 

of four-leaf clovers". This conceptual and emotional oxymoron is striking, 

because the destiny of death is countered by that of radiant hope, of which the 

four-leaf clover is a symbol.  
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Anna Gas Serra (from Spain, L'archer) writes.  

 
But the house has got a cypress at the bottom of its eyes,/ you must know this  
 

The poem starts from the warmth of the womb from which one is born, continues 

in the search for the perfect center, between the penumbra and ecstasy, 

culminating at the end of a 'journey' that records moments of inexorable cruelty, in 

the idea that that goal    

 
perhaps […] only lives/ among poems, it is the incessant circle/ of ideas that redeem us./ It is 

the auriferous torture of research. 

 

So the journey also has its peace, the life has its meaning precisely in enquiry. 

Above all it finds its moments of recognition and abandonment in the truth of the 

places that it touches and impregnates itself with, the imprint of the bodies that 

inhabit them and traverse them, in the immense human saga, so that the piety of 

time and love rises above all pain and disillusion. 

 

The poetry of Sarah Lubala (from South Africa) is made of love ("What to say to 

the official of the Immigration Office when he asks where you are from" ), of 

immense pity for those naked and malnourished bodies, reduced merely to 

bureaucratic details; the poetry of Vincenzo Guazzo (from Italy) is made of love 

and pity, for an unidentified companion, perhaps an illegal immigrant:  

 
It seemed to me/ I had not asked for permission,/ but I had arrived, it was like/ living outside 

the front door,/hearing nothing, just seeing them/ move, in spaces, with their/ names, and let 

it […] simulating, saying - sea -  

 

The poetry of Beaton Galafa (from Malawi) is made of love:  

 
Third World  

The news doesn’t change/ Last night amid the winds/ a fisherman pulled out his 

canoe/paddled it on violent waters/ spurted from the python’s mouth/ He had heard 

who dares wins./ He won./ Painless and calm,/ we found him floating this morning.  

 

It is not a “migrant’s” body, but the body of a poor man, a fisherman: the "naked" 

life the same from one sea to the other.  

 

Resignation, love, and piety are part of this place that we live in, with life and 

death, with the family that accompanies us and then leaves us, with the changes of 

our body and mind during the journey with the hope of returning when we 

recognize each other as changed and we will also recognize in ourselves the 

foreigner, his or her own otherness; with charm and disenchantment, often on a 

threshold that leads us to leave, with a language that identifies us and connects us. 

The journey, as a metaphor of the home is also pertinent to the great processes of 

migration, which have certainly left a mark on many of the poems published here, 

and becomes a metaphor of hospitality without reserve.  

  

Charlane Ndzana Yamndzi (from Cameroon, Mi casa es tu casa): 
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Come, I invite you to my house/ Under dry straw roofs/ And rammed-earth walls/ In the 

shadow of green tamarind trees./ Where palm wine pours with kola/ In the old man and 

foreigner’s throat/Do not take off your shoes/ Take your time/ Come into my life/ Outside 

acid rains fall/ Outside hearts are made of stone and date/ back to the ice age/ Here there 

is room for you/[…] Reach out your hand/ Put it on my side and touch. //Do you feel this 

beat?/ Do you feel this warmth?/ Here is my real dwelling/ The house in which I invite 

you … 

 

With this in mind, the poem "Homeless" by Lucia Bonilla Molina, despite its 

dedication, has a universal value: it tells of the mystery of the end illuminated by a 

thought that does not mean death, of the desire to be welcomed against the 

extreme loneliness "of not belonging": being homeless, with no abode, naked and 

exposed bodies.  

 

 

4. CITYHOUSE 

 
A home is a place that knows the geometry of your body./ A home is a place where your heart 

yearns to return./ A home is like a child on whose fingers you find flowery dimples./ A home is 

never a city where fire grows for all things to die.// But my own home is a different home / My 

home is a city where dead bodies grow, is a city/ Where houses and schools are brought down 

and left in ruins,/ Where children play in their dreams as playgrounds are turned 

graveyards,/ Where brothers carry dirges in their mouths and sing them like anthems,/ Where 

sisters count on their fingers the darkness that adorns their smiles,/ Where mothers are 

scared to birth, nurse and care or even speak,/ And where fathers are too afraid to love, too 

afraid to live and rest./ My home is a city marked by destruction/ Where bombs and shrapnel 

make themselves an abode. 

 

So runs the poetry of the Nigerian Chinua Eznewa-Ohaeto; the city (City) bursts 

into the house (Home) and in the dwellings (houses)  

("My house: may a dawn bring her a new smile, A reaction against the facts of the 

sect ' Boko Haram 'in a place in Nigeria ").  

 

Here we see not only the contrast between a hidden, subdued, private life and 

public, merciless violence, all taking place in a precise place on the planet, but the 

heartfelt desire for harmonious order, offering people the sanctuary of the house, 

which the city all too often destroys.  

 

House/Home- City: this is the binomial we started from, analyzing "Casa Départ" 

which speaks of a journey to the Big City. We then followed the elaboration of the 

theme through that of the native "earth", or even of a "land" promised or sought or 

corrupted and lost or found in a homecoming; in the themes of Memory and Time 

and finally here as a form of violence or the hope of rebirth:  

 
Hoping that each dawn will some day/ Bring a new smile upon my home/ Where people will 

grow to age; where love will flower and/ Where fire will never grow for all things to die. 

(Chinua Eznewa-Ohaeto)  

 

 

The truth of places, the truth of bodies, fragility and splendor, voices or regret, 

footprints and shadows, signs, loneliness and brotherhood, death, life: it is as if 
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these notes of a score played with different instruments have sounded all 

throughout the book; we should breathe in its true nature, despite the diversity of 

all the different tones and shades. 

 

“My city is Monopoly" is the title of the poem by Rūta Burbaité (from Lithuania).  

 

This poem is notable for its masterly writing, the changes of stanzas, consistently 

characterized by bold enjambement, which link grammatically but introduce new 

scenarios from one verse to another. The stylistic game has the effect of moving 

from a 'public' space (Morning players in eclectic backdrop… mounted police 

reflected in the sleepy river, ) to a private, very private life, already close to death 

(fashion atelier in the centre of town, sharp needles and irons, silk yarn, ivory 

crochets, a small//thimble: would fit only one finger, already worn out //by time: a 

woman in a ward has birdy legs/ and a shadow with wings leaning over, counting 

her pulse, steady, // almost impalpable); then moves once more from this 

perception to the roaming vision of a memory that reaches towards beauty (yes, I 

have seen that movie, yes, I remember,/ the actress was gorgeous, more of a 

painting than a woman) then ends with a very human "you":  

 
long strong fingers of yours, you know,/ capable of so many things:/ to pull a rose out of 

the wind and a word from my mouth and to// cast: it‘s your turn. The railway station, / 

where lips got tender from burning, is ruined by ghosts, /currency has depreciated, and 

dices are// rolling 

 

As in the game of Monopoly the city is made up of many small blocks, indifferent 

to one another but all trembling with a soft, melancholy life, and the most 

beautiful things are also a game of dice which everyone partakes in, as best he 

can.  

 

With the elaboration of the theme of the House in that of the City House we would 

like to conclude our journey
1
.  

                                                        
1 There are many poems I have not cited; they can not all be analyzed for reasons of space. But 

they should all be read with equal attention to their meanings and aesthetic value. Daniel Alberto 

Pérez Segura (Mexico), Leave-takings: the house, the identity through the sharing of spaces whose 

truth is negated by failing those who marked the song: that the closer/ you get to home/ the farther 

I'll be/ from my own; Ines Kosturin (Croatia), Childhood Weaknesses: distance which affects the 

body and soul, taking in the changed relationship to food: a veiled hint of the anorexia that afflicts 

so many young people sick with loneliness; Yulija Kozhukhovska (Ucrraina), Caravella: the whole 

story of a dream and a nightmare, encompassing the fear of the ocean and of hopeful homecoming, 

in a fine "visual" poem; Barbara Panna Benza (Hungary), Fridge Magnet: the language, the 

freedom to wander, the threshold, the city (I will carry my home on my shoulders as Atlas did,/ As 

Atlas carried on his shoulders the sky,/ The sky will be my house and home …/ I do not have a 

home. But there is a city,/ There is a city which I will carry forever); Daniele Campanari, The 

shape on the bed is your body: heart-rending, the reality of places and bodies bearing even the 

imprints of death  (The shape on the bed is your body/ you're small and your legs fit well there 

[…]forgive me if your bones will hurt/ wood is not comfortable for eternity […] this continuous 

fall into the dark/ is our family). Generations that die but do not fade. Marija Dejanović (Croatia), 

Native country: childhood, generations, the country to which you return; Elena Bellini, Elsewhere: 

Every place, even that which most expresses home, is elsewhere; Simone Francesco Mandarini, 

Among the things you told me: "grandparents are the places I want to live". Kristián Lazarčík 

(Slovenia), nuances of you, the house "inhabited" by memory. Wonderful: you are my shiny/ 

tragedy/ my sunflowery love; Martina Zuccolo Ići kući (Let's go home): playing with language 

right from the start; Andrea Caratti, Sunday, 11 am: the sensibility of those who neither belong nor 
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It would be interesting to understand what our poets’ sources of inspiration are. In 

that regard, the consulting of literary sites, which allow for the publication of 

poems that would otherwise be unknown, and are instead shared with a broad 

audience: this must play a considerable part in terms of forging the refined and 

reworked language found in the texts. A separate reflection should be made on the 

poetic criteria that are found in the background of different cultures.  

 

All this would make for a long and documented work. But the prospect of such a 

proposed reading already indicates a pool of cultural reappropriation that can be 

shared. 

 

Finally, I think that by reading this introduction to "their" book, the authors who 

composed it, having sent the poems to the competition that they then won, can get 

to know one another, however far away they may be from one another, and can 

access modes of understanding, admiration and recognition, taking part 

reciprocally in a conversation about the nature of poetry.  

 

With this wish I am signing off my introduction, trusting that the Great City will 

receive us all with words of welcome:  

 
Come, I invite you to my house [...] Here there is room for you / Look all around you / 

Everyone smiles / All are my friends/my siblings, as they say here. (Charlane 

NdzanaYamndzi, Cameroon) 

  

                                                                                                                                                               
have a home, have just a "naked life"; Asma Hiadara (Somalia / USA), To Fathers, Poetry, 

Frankincense and Myrrh: the sacredness of generations and change; Johannes Hülstrung 

(Germany), Perfume: The truth of bodies and places; Ilhem Issaoui (Tunisia), Here I belong: The 

powerful reaffirmation of belonging, offering relief from scars and wounds; Nanako Kasahara 

(Japan), Your room: the truth of a place as inner silence; Lara Lik (Romania), Here, me, now: the 

exploration of the theme of identity poised between the sensibility of private lives and the sharing 

of consuming  time (I share the air with everyone and know/ It's not and never was only mine// The 

centuries pass here in/ Under a minute/ I rise from the dead here/ And I enjoy living/); Matilda 

Miraka, The nursery school of the soul: even the continuity of time and of generations is finally 

interrupted: the tree from which leaves fall will continue to live, but not forever); Matteo Tripepi, 

Eighties: the truth of a place is the form that is imprinted on it; Victoriţa Tudor (Romania), Twin 

Peaks and the mythologies of today's children: the story that marks the "houses" in a geography of 

pain that is not always comprehensible (we did not know then that there is an atrocious autumn, a 

winter of bones, a boring season/ in which people leave/ and the clothes remain unused until the 

end of time… but in my dear and beautiful Bucharest/ where, in a thousand places and nowhere,/ a 

strange geography of pain that I cannot understand); Susanna Ulian, Smell of salt: Childhood and 

estrangement, also through the pain of exile (Home, I don’t know what it is anymore … A clock 

imitates the rhythm of the waves, fallacious./ The shouting in the street, tractors, a rough foreign 

language/ A nightmare, beyond a border) Alena Vogel, Heimat  2.0: The roots, and their obsession 

(too much house/ in the four walls/ doubling everything that is/ as an echo rebounds/ as a stone on 

the skull/ as a spear in the heart/ as a fist to the jaw/ making you believe everything/ you are not) ; 

Hu Trang Vong (Vietnam), Your eyes: identity in the other (In your eyes/ I hear the melody of my 

life);  Rafael Antonio Amador Zeledón (Nicaragua), April is a complicated month: Absence, the 

truth of places experienced as absence where everything is and everything is left to vanish because 

of its fragile and fleeting nature ( April is a black-and-white painting of faceless/ people/ a month 

almost imperceptible as death). All the poems just referred to contain a complexity of thematic 

intertwining that repay close reading. 
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Translated by Baret Magarian 

 

________________________________________ 

 

 

 


